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1 The Social Security Board of Trustees presents an annual report to Congress on the current and projected financial
status of the Social Security trust funds (see 42 U.S.C. §401[c]). The board is composed of six members: the Secretary
of the Treasury, who is the Managing Trustee; the Secretary of Labor; the Secretary of Health and Human Services; the
Commissioner of Social Security; and two public representatives, who are nominated by the President for a term of
four years and subject to confirmation by the Senate. The trustees specify the assumptions about future demographic

the Chief
Actuary (OCACT) advises the trustees on the assumptions as well as develops and runs the computer models that
produce the forecasts. For more information on the Board of
Accountability Office (GAO), SOCIAL SECURITY AND MEDICARE: Improved Schedule Management Needed for
More Timely Trust Fund Reports, GAO-19-596, August 14, 2019, https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-19-596.
2 The Board of Trustees, Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal Disability Insurance Trust Funds, The
2021 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal Disability
Insurance Trust Funds, August 31, 2021, Table IV.B4, https://www.ssa.gov/OACT/TR/2021/tr2021.pdf (hereinafter
2021

3 g at the start of 2020. As such, it did not
include any potential impacts from COVID-19. The 2021 Social Security Trustees Report reflects the trustees
understanding at the beginning of 2021. As such, it incorporates COVID-19 impacts from 2020 and projections of
COVID-19 in future years into the actuarial status. In the 2021 report, the trustees note the lack of consensus on the
long-term effects from COVID-19. Given this, the trustees have confined impacts from COVID-19 into the near-term
estimates. They state,
status of the OASI and DI Trust Funds, and the future course of the pandemic is still uncertain. The Trustees will
continue to monitor developments and mod (2021 Social Security Trustees Report, p. 2).
4 2021 Social Security Trustees Report, Table IV.B4.
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5 42 U.S.C. §§401 et seq.
6 SSA, OCACT, Fact Sheet on the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance Program, June 30, 2021,
https://www.ssa.gov/oact/FACTS/index.html.
7 https://www.ssa.gov/oact/ProgData/icp.html.
8 https://www.ssa.gov/oact/ProgData/icp.html.
9 CRS Report RL33028, Social Security: The Trust Funds.
10 An account of the U.S. Treasury is designated as a trust fund by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), in

earmarked for spending on specific purposes or programs. Section 201 of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. §401) authorizes the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI) Trust Fund and the Federal
Disability Insurance (DI) Trust Fund and designates them as trust funds.
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11

sector usage. In the private sector, a person creates a private trust fund using his or her own
assets to benefit a stated individual(s). The creator of the trust names a trustee who has a
fiduciary responsibility to manage the designated assets in accordance with the stipulations
of the trust. In the federal sector, the Congress creates a federal trust fund in law and
designates a funding source to benefit stated groups or individuals. However, in contrast to
a private trust fund, the federal government does not have a fiduciary responsibility to the
trust beneficiaries, and it can raise or lower future trust fund collections and payments or
change the purposes for which the collections are used by changing existing laws.
Moreover, the federal government has custody and control of the funds as well as the
earnings of most federal trust funds.12

13

14

15

16

17

11 Under current law, the OASI and DI trust funds may not borrow from one another.
12 GAO, Federal Trust and Other Earmarked Funds: Answers to Frequently Asked Questions, GAO-01-199SP,
January 1, 2001, p. 7, https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-01-199SP.
13 42 U.S.C.
https://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/cbb.html.
14 42 U.S.C. §401(a) and 401(b). Both the total tax rate and the allocation of it between the OASI and DI trust funds

https://www.ssa.gov/
oact/progdata/oasdiRates.html.
15 CRS Report RL32552, Social Security: Taxation of Benefits.
16 CRS Report R43122, Medicare Financial Status: In Brief.
17 https://www.ssa.gov/oact/ProgData/funds.html. A very small amount of the
combined trust funds total receipts (less than 0.001%) were transfers from the General Fund of the U.S. Treasury,
which occurred for several different reasons.
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18 All trust fund receipts are invested in special-issue U.S. securities, and all trust fund expenditures are paid through
the redemption of special-issue U.S. securities. However, for simplicity, this report limits the discussion of trust fund
investment practices to annual surpluses and deficits. For more information, see CRS In Focus IF10564, Social Security
Trust Fund Investment Practices.
19 Social Security Bulletin, vol. 75, no. 1
(February 2015), https://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/ssb/v75n1/index.html.
20 2021 Social Security Trustees Report, p. 3 and Table VI.G8 (Supplemental Single-Year Table).
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21 The OASI trust fund became effective on January 1, 1940. For more information on the origins of the OASI trust
fund and the Old-Age Reserve Account, see Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
Fund, First Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, January 3,
1941, https://www.ssa.gov/oact/tr/historical/1941TR.html.
22 The DI trust fund was established on August 1, 1956. For more information on the origins of the DI Trust Fund, see
CRS Report R43318, The Social Security Disability Insurance (DI) Trust Fund: Background and Current Status.
23 https://www.ssa.gov/oact/ProgData/funds.html.
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interfundnote.html.
28 CRS Report R43318, The Social Security Disability Insurance (DI) Trust Fund: Background and Current Status.
29 or Selected Financial Items https://www.ssa.gov/oact/ProgData/tsOps.html.
30 Taxable payroll is the total amount of earnings in the economy that is subject to Social Security payroll taxes (with
some adjustments).
31 f Beneficiary https://www.ssa.gov/oact/ProgData/icp.html.
32 To estimate the future financial status of the trust funds, the Social Security trustees produce short-range and long-
range actuarial projections under three sets of economic and demographic assumptions: intermediate, low-cost, and
high- s in
the future. The low-cost and high-cost sets of assumptions, on the other hand, depict extraordinarily favorable (low-
cost) or unfavorable (high-
future costs are unlikely to be as extreme as those portrayed by the low-cost and high- 2021 Social
Security Trustees Report, p. 9
intermediate assumptions.
33 2021 Social Security Trustees Report, Table IV.B4.
34 2021 Social Security Trustees Report, Table VI.E1.
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37 42 U.S.C. §401(h).
38 31 U.S.C. §1341.
39 42 U.S.C. §§402 and 423.
40 See 2 U.S.C. §622 for the definition of entitlement authority. Congress retains the right to modify provisions of the
Social Security Act at any time, which could affect the benefits current and future beneficiaries may receive (see 42
U.S.C. §1304).
41 The 1982 Trustees Report, which projected impending trust fund insolvency, stated that unless legislative changes

on time 1982 Social Security Trustees Report, p. 2 [emphasis
added]). That language suggests that after insolvency, full benefit payments would have been made on a delayed
schedule. The 2021

2021 Social Security Trustees Report, p. 42).
42

Federal Register 6114, February 11, 1997, https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-1997-02-11/pdf/97-3205.pdf.
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43 For beneficiaries who receive Social Security benefits based on another pe benefits),
their payment date depends on the birth date of the worker on whose record they receive benefits. The current benefit
payment schedule was first implemented for new beneficiaries in May 1997.
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44 The trustees estimate that 75-year solvency could be restored through (1) an immediate payroll tax increase of 3.36
percentage points (from the current 12.40% to 15.76%), (2) a benefit reduction of 21% for all current and future
beneficiaries, (3) a benefit reduction of 25% for only those who become initially eligible for benefits in 2021 or later, or
(4) some combination of those approaches. If Congress waited until 2034 to act, the trustees estimate that maintaining
solvency over the 75-year projection period would require (1) a payroll tax increase of 4.20 percentage points (from the
current 12.40% to 16.60%) starting in 2034, (2) a reduction in scheduled benefits of 26% starting in 2034, or (3) some
combination of those approaches. See 2021 Social Security Trustees Report, pp. 5-6.
45 2021 Social Security Trustees Report, Table IV.B4.
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47

46 Under the Social Security program, the replacement rate for retired workers is the ratio of the Social Security benefit
to the average of the highest 35 years of covered earnings, indexed to wage growth using the Average Wage
Index (AWI). Other ways to measure replacement rates are discussed in Andrew G. Biggs and Glenn R. Springstead,
Alternate Measures of Replacement Rates for Social Security Benefits and Retirement Income, Social Security

Bulletin, vol. 68, no. 2, October 2008, http://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/ssb/v68n2/v68n2p1.html, and in SSA, OCACT,
Replacement Rates For Retirees: What Makes Sense For Planning And Evaluation?, Actuarial Note 155, July 2014, at
http://www.ssa.gov/oact/NOTES/pdf_notes/note155.pdf.
47 The low earner is assumed to have earned 45% of the national average wage (or $26,579 in 2021) when working and
to receive an annual Social Security benefit of $14,181 in 2021. The medium earner is assumed to have earned the
average wage (or $59,065 in 2021) and to receive a benefit of $23,393 in 2021. The high earner is assumed to have
earned 160% of the average wage (or $94,503 in 2021) and to receive a benefit of about $30,958 in 2021. For more
information, see 2021 Social Security Trustees Report, Table V.C7 (Supplemental Single-Year Tables) and SSA,
OCACT, Replacement Rates for Hypothetical Retired Workers, Actuarial Note 2021.9, August 2021, Table C,
https://www.ssa.gov/OACT/NOTES/ran9/an2021-9.pdf 2021.9 For
information on the development of the hypothetical workers, see SSA, OCACT, Internal Rates of Return Under the
OASDI Program for Hypothetical Workers, Actuarial Note 144, June 2001, http://www.ssa.gov/oact/NOTES/
note2000s/note144.html.
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48 OCACT Actuarial Note 2021.9, Table C.
49 CRS analysis of data from OCACT Actuarial Note 2021.9, Table C, and OCACT memorandum from Daniel
Nickerson, actuary, and Kyle Burkhalter, actuary, to Chris Chaplain, supervisory actuary, and Karen Glenn, deputy

Current-Law OASDI Payable Percentages: Current-Law Revenue as a Percent of the Cost of Providing
Scheduled Benefits Through Year 2095 September 10, 2021 2021 OCACT Payable
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56 The Social Security trustees explain that the projected increase in the payroll tax rate needed for the trust funds to
remain solvent throughout the 75-year projection period (3.36 percentage points) differs from the projected 75-year
actuarial deficit (3.54% of taxable payroll) for two reasons. The trustees state on page five of the 2021 Annual Report:
First, the necessary tax rate increase is the increase required to maintain solvency throughout the period with a zero
trust fund reserve at the end of the period, whereas the actuarial deficit also incorporates an ending trust fund reserve
equal to one year cost at the end of the projection period. Second, the necessary tax rate increase reflects a behavioral
response to tax rate changes, whereas the actuarial deficit does not. In particular, the calculation of the necessary tax
rate increase assumes that an increase in payroll taxes results in a small shift of wages and salaries to forms of
employee compensation that are not subject to the payroll tax.
57 The illustrative scenarios highlight estimated policy options that are calculated to provide a permanent, or long-term,
fix. In addressing the projected financial shortfall, Congress could opt to enact provisions that are shorter-term
measures. For instance, a payroll tax rate increase of less than 3.36 percentage points or a benefit reduction of less than
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Barry F. Huston
Analyst in Social Policy

Earlier versions of this report were written by CRS Analyst Will Morton and former CRS Analysts
Kathleen Romig, Christine Scott, and Noah Meyerson. All questions from congressional clients should be
directed to the current author.
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This document was prepared by the Congressional Research Service (CRS). CRS serves as nonpartisan
shared staff to congressional committees and Members of Congress. It operates solely at the behest of and
under the direction of Congress. Information in a CRS Report should not be relied upon for purposes other
than public understanding of information that has been provided by CRS to Members of Congress in

subject to copyright protection in the United States. Any CRS Report may be reproduced and distributed in
its entirety without permission from CRS. However, as a CRS Report may include copyrighted images or
material from a third party, you may need to obtain the permission of the copyright holder if you wish to
copy or otherwise use copyrighted material.
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